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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Wouter Tims, Director PDI) through K Takchi DATE: March 3, 1976

teting Chief EPDCEFROM: lton Thigpen, Ecoonomist, EPDCE

SUBJECT: C t Intent a eated Research and Development

SiiYou May recall that the Economic Analysis and Projections Departmentwas invited to participate recently in two meetings chaired by Mr. !arren Baumto discuss the 3ank's response to a report and recommentations prepared byDr. Geore Harrar' s team on an international integrated program of research
and development for cotton. The various issues involved were reasonably sortedout during, those discussions between. Bank personnel and the authors of the re-port. The attached memorandm from Mr. Baum to 1r. Mcatara sumarizes those
issues. Furthermore it recommends that the Bank accept the main conclusions
of the Harrar report that cotton research is a priority item for internationa
action but that we consider that many issues remain to be resolved before a
viable proposal can be placed before potential donors.

2. a understand that Mr. 1 clamara has approved Mr. Baumts recommenda-tion and that funds have been allocated to enable the Bank to play a moreactive role than heretofore in steering this enterprise.

cc: Messrs. Hollis Chenery
A. Karaosmanoglu
E. Grilli
M. Haq

EThigpen: jmca



TO: M RobertL S. Mc ara Di February 24, 1976

WaCren C. Baum

LUc ¾L G ot Loni

1 You nay recall that the Bank, together with INDP and the
Rockefeller foundtion, commissioned Dr. George Herrar to assemble

N team to draw up a program of research and development for cotton.
Tne report was completed in September 1975 and was forwarded to you on

September 29, 1975 by Michael Hoffman. This report raised a great
many iterlocking issues, ranging from purely technical problems to
thorny questions of institutional design, and it has taken some time
to discuss them with the authors of the report and within the Bank.

The issuer are now reasonably well sorted out, and the purpose of
this memo is to recommend to you that we accept the main conclusions

of the Harrar report and join with UNDP and the Rockefeller Foundation
in the next stage of preparation of this project.

Present Status of Cotton

2. Cotton is a crop of unique importance to LDCs. Cotton lint
and yarn account today for $3 billion of exports from LDCs, making
cotUn the fourth largest LDG export connadity behind oil, copper and
coffee. The production, processing and manufacture of cotton provide
at least part of the livelihood of about 150 million people. Cotton
lint accounts for wore than 10% of the exports of 16 countries, eleven

of whi ch have per capita incomes under $200, and more than 45% of the
exports of the Sudan, Egypt and Chad.

3. Cotton production and the manufa cture of cotton goods have
ex aded rapidly in LDCs. LDG cotton production has increased at an
aial rate o; 3.3% from 1955 to 1973, World acrenge planted to cotton

has not increased, so that th increase in production has been due to

an increase in yield per acre, In addition, world cotton textile manu-

facLuring :ppacity has been shifting in the direction of the LDCs. The

slare oI world cotton syLem spinning capacity located in LDCs has
increased a: an average annual rat of 4.11 par year, to a 1973 level of
32%. At present, the LDs hae a 3800% share of the worid r-rket for
cotLo looduction od 321 of the world's ra. fOr sp Ining. In other
word, codton tod y is one oK Loh sucCeSS tuies of deelopment.

4 Total wuld dand for cotuon ho grown at an a vee nnual
rate oV 2.1V from 1955-73 Cotton export from LX0 (by it have
risen at :a er'a 'nnurl rae of 2.50 u cretal wnrld a or
fies ko nowm SL nn averaw~ rawe of 3.0" ov the sa 'd his
means that c'DtOen exports has e unP ed 1.n h'th coon' of the
total wnrld orkec el:s I' amp Wom 7 to 50 (oa a w;ight.
basis). ( "xpect it to drop co 43% by 15.
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5. In summary, the growth of cotton production and of the LDC
cotton industry has been impressive in the past. We must now ask
ourselves whether it will continue to be so without special support
for research and marketing,

Need for a Cotton Technology Research Program

6. The case for assisting in a-technological research program
rests on the need to preserve the long-run market position of cotton
vis-a-vis artificial fibers. The experience of rubber and wool shows
that a modern program of technological research can help defend the
market position of a natural product against vigorous competition from
synthetics. The experience of jute, on the other hand, shows how man-
made fibers can take away one market after another from a natural product
not backed by a strong research program.

7. The major danger facing cotton is that textile manufacturers
will find it in their interest to continue to increase the proportion
of their output devoted to products of man-made fibers. These manu-
facturers, whether in developed or in developing countries, are now
without loyalty to any fiber, and will use whichever fiber offers them
a lower price and/or functional characteristics suited to the market.
Man-made fibers increased in costs by about 30-40% due to the increase
in petroleum prices, but this increase is matched by the effect on cotton
costs in many parts of the world by the increases in the costs of fer-
tilizer, fuel, machinery and pesticides.

8. A technological program designed to preserve the long-run
global market position of cotton would have to include five elements:
production research; end-use research and development; technical services
and marketing of new processes to manufacturers; technical assistance to
LDC cotton textile industries; and marketing of new products to consumers.

9. These elements are interdependent and need to be integrated into
an overall product strategy. For example, R&D needs are identified by
keeping in touch with customers and manufacturers to learn of their needs
and problems. A new product or process, such as permanent-press denim,
must be promoted to fiber processors and textile manufacturers, who will
often insist on an advertising campaign, paid for by cotton interests, to
promote the new product to the public. New technological developments,
such as spinning technologies indifferent to fiber length, affect the
desirability and importance of different properties of the cotton fiber,
thus affecting the goals of breeding programs and other aspects of pro-
duction research. New understanding of the fundamental structure of the
cotton fiber can make possible new technology for both processing and
production, for example, the liquid ammonia swelling process, which
researchers hope will be the first step towards a practical easy-care cotton.
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The harrar Report

10. A year and a half ago, we joined with UNDP and Rockefeller in
asking George Hlarrar to organize a team to recommend for our consideration
a global program of research on cotton, intended to improve or at least
maintain the market position of cotton vis-a-vis man-made fibers. The
program was to be integrated in the sense that it would combine the five
elements listed above in a coherent strategy. The report drew upon the
findings of an earlier UNDP report, and upon the experience to date
of the International Institute for Cotton (IIC) and of other cotton
research organizations.

11. The Harrar report was reviewed in draft by experts from develop-
ing and developed countries last July and the final version was submitted
to the sponsors in September. The report was presented to the governments
of.the major producing countries at the meeting of the International Cotton
AdvLsory Council in Abidjan in November 1975, and was received enthusi-
astically by the LDC producers.

12. The report calls for the establishment of a new International
Center, which would execute a program of

a) Guidance to national centers of production research,
including collection and distribution of germplasm;

b) End-use research and development, to be carried out
both in-house and by subcontracting to existing centers;

c) Technical assistance to LDC cotton textile industries,
through collaboration with national textile institutes to be established
in LDCs with significant textile industries.

These activities would be closely linked operationally with a separately
funded operation concerned with the marketing of new processes to manu-
facturers in developed and developing countries, and the marketing of
cotton products to consumers, on the model of the International Wool
Secretariat.

13. The Harrar report estimates an annual budget of about $6 million
for the total activities of the International Center. This is broken down

into functions in the foltowqing table. The initial capital expenditures
of the Center would probably be small - say a million dollars or less -
and the budget would build up to the steady state level of $6 million
(in 1975 prices) over 2-4 years.
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Approximate Functional Budget for Harrar Report Proposals

1. Facilitation of agricultural research $ 1.25 million

2. SophLsticated end-use research for
developed country markets (mostly
product and process development)

in Manchester $ 1.5 million

outside Manchester (mostly $ 1.0 million
basic research)

3. Adaptive research and Technical Assistance $1.5 million
to LDC industry

4. Technical services to developed country $ 0.75 million
industry

5. Promotion of processes and products to $ 5.00 million
manufacturers (not treated in Harrar
report)

6. Promotion of products to consumers $10.00 million
(not treated in Harrar report)

14. These figures are based on the assumption that the Center will be
in Manchester, England, and will be able to use the extensive library and
laboratory facilities there. It may be necessary to change this location
to Izmir, Turkey, or to some other place in an LDC, in order to gain
political support in LDCs and in donor countries. UNDP is strongly of
thIs view. Such a change would decrease the effectiveness of the program
and increase its costs to an unknown extent, but probably significantly.

Issues Raised by the Harrar Report

15. With the submission of the Harrar report, there surfaced within
the Bank long-standing disagreements regarding the priority of research
on cotton vis-a-vis re.search on staple foodcrops, on the need for inter-
national research on cotton production, and on the probable value of
industrial research intended to develop new uses for cotton. There were
also significant issues outstanding as to the possible location of research
activities, their relation to the International Institute for Cotton, to
national cotton organizations, and to the CGIAR.

16. These issues were aired in detail in two long meetings, which 1
chaired, between Bank staff and the members of the Harrar team. While
many issues still remain unresolved, the picture is now sufficiently clear
that i think we can move forward with the main elements of the Harrar
proposal.
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A. hlIsbaL Long-Term Priority of Cotton

H/. The statistics cited at the beginning of this memo demonstrate
L.e presaet importance of cotton as a source of foreign exchange and

c-ploywnt in LDWs. The reaction of the Regional staffs to the Harrar
rupot showed - if there haa been any doubt - that cotton is also a crop
.'ose pcoductio is of major long-term importance to a large number of

LDCs n all regions except East Asia/Pacific. Cotton production figures
importntly in their developmant plans, on the assumption that the market
for cotton will continue to be strong. Moreover, the cotton textile
industry is iportant and growing in nearly all cotton producing countries
outside of Africa, and in several non-producing East Asian countries as
well.

18. i- many African countries, cotton is one of the few cash crops
the technology for which is accepted by farmers. In these countries,
iac:re are few alternatives to cotton as an irrigated crop, so that any
increase in irrigated area inevitably means an increase in cotton pro-
duction.

19. In osc cotton producing LDCs, cotton production complements
raher Lban competes with staple food crops, in the sense that each is
or couil be nrown once a year in a regular system of double cropping. In
addicioa to its textile uses, cotton is an important source of animal
feed. IL is also becomin7 a foodcrop in its own right. Cottonseed is a
source o animal feed and vegetable oil. A new technology, under com-
mercial testing in the U.S. and India, has made it possible to produce
from cottonseed a high-protein meal fit for human consumption.

21). The contribution of cotton to employment and foreign exchange
ea~rins gives it a global priority of the same order as that of a major
foodcrop. The assurance of a continued world market for cotton in the
face of competition from man-made fibers is thus a major development
objectLve. At its latest meeting, the Technical Advisory Committee of
the CCWAR reconmended that cotton production research be accorded the
same (top) priority as research on the major food crops.

B. Need for National and International Agricultural
(Production)Research

21. Cotton inherited a relatively strong base of production
technology because of traditional support to production research from
private industry and from government acting in the interest of private
industry. As a result of this support, cotton research in a given LDC
often compares favorably with foodcrop research in the same country.
Cotton also benefits from research carried out by USDA, by state experi-
mntal stations, by pesticide and fertilizer manufacturers, and by U.S.
commercial seed breeders.
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22. On toe other hand, cotton yields in LDCs covcr a very broad
gn mo or n in a dozen or so countries to poor in all

ociuding such major producers as India and Pakistan. Recent
V yl us, :n LDCs range from over 800/lb/acre in Guatemala and

..vK dr (compared with 900/lb/acre in irrigated areas of the U.S.)
LO j!,J/Lb/acre in India, despite a much greater potential. In many

hre is an immediate need for an extension program to raise yields
u b Csent ly available technology.

21- There is, in addition, a general failure of national research
bh ories to put Logether technological packages suited to farmers.

in the Sudan - the quality of whose cotton research compares
avWvby with that of other LDCs - a small research station at Rahad,utallished during the course of a Bank-financed project, was able to
uble yields as a result of its research on water management.

:'. LAC Mnistries of Agriculture typically lack the capacity to
ccearch koals and to design priority programs to use available

;"o:cces to accomplish them. Existing research programs focus mainly on
v= cil iNrovement and largely neglect problems of multidisciplinary
:;- rcb, inseet, wead and water control, fertilizer use, cultivation

csccn, and seed and fiber quality and quality control. Insect control
Q an espec tally serious neglect because of the importance of resistance
Sretticides and because of the importance of secondary insect species

which emerge as a major problem after insecticide treatment.

25. International support to cotton production research in LDCs,
once strong, has waned, because textile manufacturers in Europe have
lost their loyalty to cotton as alternatives to traditional sources of
cotton became available, and as political ties to former colonies weakened.
ine closing in 1975 o! the British Cotton Research Corporation removed a

W.ajor source oK international support to cotton research. The French
Jastitut do Recherches du Coton et des Textiles Exotiques (IRCT) continues
to be the chief supporter of cotton research in francophone Africa, but
is reducing its program in Latin America.

26. In many countries, therefore, improvement of the national cotton
production research effort should be a high priority in Bank-financed
projects. This objective need not interfere with the objective of improving
research on foodcrops, since the amounts of money involved are relatively
small, because the two could be improved simultaneously as part of a general
improvement of the national agricultural research effort, and because
cotton and foodcrops often complement each other in patterns of crop
rotation.

27. In addition to increased emphasis on cotton production research
at the national level, the Harrar report recommends a relatively modest
role for international support to such research. The center recommended
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y e rrar report would not itself carry out in-house production research.
yspoau technical assistance to national institutes by a travel-
IA e: erts, and would coordinate national research programs and

Qat Lay are compatible with consumer tastes and with actual and
* d developmencs in industrial technology. It would carry out an

t asive training program, and would facilitate travel and exchange of
r lasm and of research information. It might also fund research of

'or rwe:onal importance, to be carried out on contract by one or
aoter n: tional research institute. These activities would account for
baut O1.25 million of the $6 million annual budget of the proposed inter-

"aLional center.

28. The need for at least this level of international activity in cotton
oductiou research seems clear. There may, in addition, be a need for

nternational breeding research, beginning with the systematic exchange of
Nransiasm among the traditionally secretive national cotton laboratories

Vn devloped and developing countries, and gradually evolving into truly
ar"t lonal research on new varieties and other comin problems of water

.su, paLt control, and fertilizer application. This issue is the subject of
calI disagreement among experts, some of whom contend that all cotton

fOaCL Lon reSearch must be location-specific, and will need to be resolved
&ozc any proposed program is presented to prospective donors.

29. Nany additional institutional issues remain to be resolved con-
cerning the proposed international function in cotton production research.
Tacs include: the relation between national centers and an international
A:F or center; whether international research, if there is to be any,

Khould be carried out at a single global center or in many regional centers;
_nd whether this research should be assimilated into the work of the CGIAR
n: .i e the responsibility of an integrated cotton research and development
drogna, as recommended in the Harrar report.

C. Need for Industrial (End-Use) Research and Development

30. Cotton must compete on international markets against man-made
FQers, whose producers support research and marketing budgets much larger

Ka Lhose of cotton. As a result of these programs for man-made fibers,
t Il manufacturers have come to expect cotton producers to pay for fiber-

npecilic research and related activities needed to maintain cotton's long-
run marketability. In fact, however, existing efforts in this area - mainly
thoje of the International Institute for Cotton (TIC) - fall far short of
whac in required cor the markets where the products of most LDC cottons
are sold. It is clearly important to defend cotton's markets by keeping
cotton up-to-date with advances in textile machinery and with changing
consuier tastes and environmental regulations, and by trying to develop
in coton and cotton-rich blends the easy-care and other desirable features
of man-made fibers.
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31. The Harrar report recommends that the international center,
w',ich wouid be located in a textile manufacturing area, carry out end-
uc research on cotton, both in-house and by subcontracting. This would
inlAtly stress work on the development of new properties for cotton
and cotton-rich blends, such as "easy-care"; compatibility of cotton
with new processing systems, such as high-speed knitting and spinning;
more icictent and less polluting systems for cleaning raw cotton;
a-d compatibility of cooton processes and products with new environ-
mctil. control and resource conservation legislation, such as laws
coveacig flammability, dust and noise control, and water and energy
couSerVation. These activities would account for about $2.5 million
oj the $6 million annual budget of the proposed International Center,
and would represent a 3.6-fold increase over the present IIC budgets
foc end-use research and development.

j2 . The present level of expenditure on end-use research specifically
on cotton is now so low that a substantial increase is almost surely

u. cified on general grounds. The following table shows that the R&D
bu. et for coLion, taken as a percentage of the value of the product, is
nov only 107 of the budget for wool and an estimated 4l of that for man-

ade fibers. Money invested in utilization research will be useful even
:ic only defncds existing markets for cotton by developing a large

nubcr of small improvements all along the line in cotton processing and
manufacture. Now processes developed by the limited IIC progran raise
some hopes that "easy-care" cotton may be techno-economically feasible.

Research, Development and Marketing Budgets for Major Fibers*

(millions of dollars)

% of value of
R,D&M fiber "crop"

Cotton (1975) 25 .2
(if Harrar Report implemented) 45 .4

Wool 40 2
Man-Made Fibers 5 (estimated from

reneral chemical
ndust ry practice)

Best estimates - real figures are proprietary
Source: International Institute for Cotton

33. On the other hand, prospective donors are likely to ask
whether there are prospects for immediate breakthroughs which will have
a dramatic impact on the competitiveness of cotton. The fact is that
there are today no proven prospects of high returns from research on end-
uses of cotton, such as existed, for example, in agricultural research
on high-yielding varieties of wheat and rice at the time the CGIAR was
organized. Indeed, there is some sentiment, both inside and outside the
bank, that there is no possibility of defending cotton's European and
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Japanese markets from the competition of man-made fibers, because of therelative cheapness and durability of polyester fibers and polyester-rich
b lenus.

34. It is impossible for anyone - least of all an outsider - torcdict with any assurance the prospects for techno-economic success of!-yeL-undeveloped improvements in cotton products and processes. Theonterm prospects for any improved cotton depend in large part on con-sumer tastes and on future relative prices of cotton and man-made fibersin Europe and Japan. The latter depend on feedstock prices, which in turndepend on U.S. energy policies. None of these factors is easily predicted.

35. On the other hand there is reason to believe that man-made fibersneed not make as quick and easy inroads in the European and Japanesemarkets as they did in the American markets. At the time the man-madefibers were making inroads into the U.S. market, cotton interests lostcritical years trying unsuccessfully to develop a 100% cotton easy-carefabric, instead of countering with a blend fabric richer in cotton than65:i5::polyester:cotton. This history need not repeat itself in Europeand other developed country markets. First of all, cotton still has aprice advantage in these markets because of polyester costs higher thanthos in Lhe U.S. Secondly, there is strong consumer preference for cotton.'1I.irdly., washing and drying techniques are different from those commonlyused in lic U.S. and customers are less finicky about easy-care. Fourthly,Lenological advances in the intervening years have improved the prospectsfor the development of an easy-care cotton.

36. Still, these are clearly important issues. They need to be care-fully and systematically reviewed, both in the initial planning of any cottonprogram and at regular intervals once it is operating. Cotton is such animportant crop, and research on it is presently so underfunded, that thebe;t course in my opinion is to get an expanded program started and to keep
its goals and scope under regular, careful review by a group of independentscientists.

D. Technical Assistance and Adaptive Research on Behalf
of the LG Cotton Textile Industry

37. Very little research or technical services is directed at theemer:,ing textile industries in LDCs, which as a result are paradoxicallyturning to the manufacture of products from man-made fibers, usually fromimported ra& materials. This has unfortunate effects on employment in LDCsbecause both the production of cotton and the manufacture of cotton goodsace much more labor-intensive than the production of man-made fibers andthe goods therefrom.

31. The major need of LDC textile industries is not for research butfor technical assistance in management and technological matters. Theseactivities are normally carried out by national textile institutes, often
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with help from UNIDO. Some of these institutes do a quite creditable job;
others are quite weak. They are concerned broadly with textiles, rather
than specifically with cotton.

39. The Harrar report recommends that LDCs establish such institutes,
on the model of the Indian Textile Industry's Research Association at
Ahmadebad, to carry out technical assistance and adaptive research. It
proposes that such national centers be funded by LDC governments, with
appropriate international assistance through established channels; and
that the International Center provide cotton-oriented assistance to such
national textile institutes, and collaborate with them in projects of
adaptive research especially concerned with cotton. Such activities would
consume $1.5 million of the Center's $6 million annual budget.

40. I am quite prepared to accept the need for these functions in
LDCs, as well as IIC's assertion that textile manufacturers in cotton
producLng countries will be receptive to information and advarce regarding
cotton technology. On the other hand, I would like to see a broader ex-
ploration of alternative institutional forms before we settle on the national
tuxtile institute as a general solution. For one thing, it may take con-
siderable time to get such institutes established in the countries where
they do not now exist. In the meantime, the Bank should be alert to
opportunities to include such institutes - or other institutions serving
similar purposes - in its industrial projects when circumstances warrant.

E. Marketing of New Cotton Products and Processes
in Developed Countries

41. Despite the growing importance of LDCs as producers and consumers
of cotton, the position of cotton in world markets will for the foreseeable
future be decided by its competitiveness in developed countries.

42. The experience of the International Wool Secretariat globally
and of Cotton Inc. in the U.S. shows the need for the marketing of new
processes to manufacturers and of new products to consumers, and for close
integration of these efforts with research and development, as essential
parts of a campaign to defend the market of a natural fiber.

43. Promotion of cotton products and processes will require con-
siderably larger sums than research - say $10-15 million - funds that
very likely cannot be raised as grants from international or bilateral
donors. Thus, whether or not the international center can gain grant
support from development assistance agencies for research and development,
there will still remain the problem of raising promotion monies from LDC
cotton producers. As a comparison, the IIC at present raises with dif-
ficulty its annual budget of $3.5 million, of which $0.7 million goes
,or R&D and the rest for promotion. This means that any international
research funds will have to be used as a "carrot" to elicit substantial
promotional funds from LDC producers.
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:4. The need for contributions to support promotion was made

reasonably clear Lo producing countries at the International Cotton

Advisory Council meeting at which the Harrar report was presented.

Their Lavorable reaction to the report may mean that they are willing
to come up with promotion monies, even if they have not so far joined

the iIC.

45. In:crnational agencies have never considered carefully the
bounary between research, which they may wish to support, and commercial

activities, which they may not. The boundary line in industrial matters

may be very fine. The Bank and other concerned agencies should consider

whether marketing of new processes to manufacturers might be considered

an indispensable part of research and hence eligible for international

financing. Promotion of new products to consumers presumably would not

be so eligible.

F. Relation with Other International Bodies
(a) International Institute for Cotton (TCT

46. The IIC is at present the only international organization

concerned with utilization R&D for cotton, and the only organization

outside tie U.S. which effectively integrates R&D, technical services,

and marketing. On the other hand, the IIC budget is far too small to

meet the global problems facing cotton. Its membership still does not

include many important cotton growers (e.g., Pakistan, Sudan, Egypt),
its dues-paying roster is growing only slowly, and its outreach activities

to LDC textile industry are very limited.

47. The simplest way to establish an umbrella organization or center

of adequate scope concerned with research, technical services and marketing

of cotton would be to reconstitute the II in a new form with enlarged

funds, membership and functions. There is now reason to believe that

both staff and membership would be willing to consider such a trans-

foriation.

48. If, on the other hand, the IIC does not wish to change its

pres;e;(nt structure, the international community will need to establish

a paraiLel organization which would presumably subcontract some of its

,7unctions to hIG. It will be a rather delicate task to manage this with-

ouL destroying IIC's present base of dues-paying members. The Harrar

report concludes that the relationship between the new center and the

iC can only be elaborated after the center is established. However, I

believe that the relationship - both technical and financial - of R&D

with promotion is critical to the success of the entire undertaking,
and requires prompt and careful study.

49. The Harrar report, and the 1973 UNDP report on which it was
partly based, relied for their information on end-use research upon the
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1 C, which is at the same time both a major source of expertise and
an InLcrested party. During the course of Bank staff work in response

V tLC It rrar Report, we found ourselves seriously handicapped by our
lwc ,! lodependent, research-oriented expertise on textile technology.
lndeu, t his lack of independent technological advice is a major general
problem in the international system outside the TAC and CGIAR. For
Lisii reason, I consider it highly desirable that an independent ad hoc
advisory committee be constituted at an early stage and that any future
Bank participation of this nature be backed by expertise, available
to us as consultants, sufficient that we are aware of the right questions
to be asked at a policy level.

(b) UNDP

50. UNDP has from the beginning played the lead role in developing
proposals for global integrated research on cotton. They organized
the first mission on the subject in 1972 (in response to stimulus from
the IIG) and supplied most of the money and staff work for the Harrar
ruport. (We were allowed to co-sponsor the Harrar report even though
our contribution was only $5,000.) UNDP has now hired a full-time
coordinator to develop a research work progran and an institutional and
financial plan for submission to donors. They have invited Rockefeller
aid us to join them in co-sponsoring this undertaking. This budget is
not yet definitely calculated, but they have indicated that a $60,000
contrLbution would probably be enough to cover our share for the remainder
of FY76 and FY 77.

51. I believe that we should welcome the leadership of UNDP in
thLs undertaking. The burden of marshalling funds for new research
eiforts should be shared among the international community. UNDP is
the most likely candidate to take on this job, and cotton is a good
subject for them to begin with.

j2. On the other hand, I believe that it is essential that we co-
sponksor "project preparation" with UNDP if this undertaking is to be
successful. We will eventually have to be able to assure donors that
this undertaking is up to our standards, and the only way to do that is
to exert our influence at the preparatory stages on the many issues
outlined in this paper.

(c) CGIAR

53. As mentioned above, the Technical Advisory Committee of the
CCiAR briefly reviewed the research situation of cotton and concluded
Jta prim;. facie there was a need for more production research on cotton,
and that the importance of the crop might warrant including it within the
CGIAR mandate. TAC reported that it would be prepared to look into.
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cotLIt research at greater length if the CGIAR so requested. This is
likely to happen.

54. The question of whether or not the CGIAR should be involved in
cotton b)ois down to the question of whether cotton production research
s;hould be funded along with research on production of other crops, leaving
end-usc i&D) and marketing to a separate mechanism; or whether the whole
integrated cotton enterprise, from production to end-use to marketing,
should be Lreated as a unit, either by itself or along with other in-
dus;trial crops. There are arguments to be made on both sides of this question.
On critical aspect is the likelihood of mobilizing additional resources
or cotton research. Treating cotton research separately from the CGIAR

might make it easier to tap new sources of support and hence reduce or
eliiilnace the competition for funds between cotton and staple foodcrop
research. On the other hand, if CGIAR can raise more money for cotton
than could an independent effort, and if CGIAR is willing to organize and
advise itself in a manner adequate to the task, there is no reason why
they could not handle at least the production side. We would have to make
sure that the industrial research and marketing did not get lost in the
process. The best way to resolve this issue may be to canvass, informally,
some of the principal donors.

(d) Consultative Group on Non-Food Agricultural Products

55. Secretary Kissinger's speech to the Seventh Special Session of
the United National General Assembly proposed the creation of an umbrella
organization, funded by the International Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment, to coordinate and finance technical assistance to improve the
productivity and competitiveness of non-food agricultural and forestry
products. Cotton is by common consent the most important of these products,
and we have been told informally that one reason the U.S. proposed an um-
brella organization was to de-fuse the opposition expected from U.S. cotton
interests. The UNGA adopted a resolution to the effect that "with respect
to the improvement of the productivity and competitiveness with synthetics
of non-food agricultural and forestry products, research and technological
assistance should be co-ordinated and financed through an appropriate
mechanism."

56. Following up this resolution, Mr. Peterson of UNDP wrote to you
on October 27 proposing that the UNDP take the lead in establishing a
coordinating and financing mechanism, in association with the Bank, FAO
and UNCTAD. You responded that this is appropriate and acceptable, and
designated me as the contact. Your reply (letter of November llth) pointed
out that it should not be taken for granted that a single coordinating
and financing mechanism was appropriate to deal with all non-food agricul-
tural and forestry products, or indeed that all of these products should
be the subject of an international initiative at this time. The proposal
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or tcnltLative grou) on non-food agricultural products will be on
a;isnUsI of 11A1 when this body is formed. We riced not respond

urther now, but i1y inclination is to tackle the cotton problem first
seJ p::raitelv.

Conclusions/ Recon;miendations

57. The List (uestion confronting the Lank is the priority of
na5tionl support of research on cotton. It is clear that cotton

uh coLton Lextile Iadustry are important to the economic develop-
int of a nuior of LDCs. Cotton faces competition from synthetics
Le cLia by research and development programs which are enormous by LDC

Sipport to production and end-use research is essentiai if
arket for cotton is not to be eroded; in Lhe past this support

ias come largely from national sources, but under present circumstances
it may have to become an international effort.

58. The H1arrar report provides a usable blueprint for an attack
onI the technological problems confronting cotton. If implemented, it
should contribute in the long-run to increased yields in cotton pro-
ducing LDCs and to an increase in the world demand for cotton over what
It would otherwise be. Many issues remain to be resolved, but I think the
.ay is now reasonably clear to an international attack on a well-defined

cri probCi. Major technological breakthroughs, while they cannot
be ruled out, are- not likely, but a sustained effort will be necessary to
mntaLn cotton's competitive position.

59. 1 would therefore recommend that the Bank inform UNDP and the
ocke]ller Foundation that we agree that cotton research is a priority
Lein Ior international action, that we accept the general recommendations
) te Hlarrar report, but that we consider that many issues remain to be
esolved before a viable proposal can be placed before potential donors.
e herefore would be pleased to accept the UNDP's invitation to co-
'onor the preparation of work programs and of proposed institutional

and financial arrangements.

60. I therefore solicit your approval of an allocation of $25,000
-oi Your contingency fund for FY76 - $20,000 for our contribution to
aoc exenses of the study for CY1976 and $5,000 for travel and consultants

_o e:le us to play a more active role than heretofore in steering the
eLerprise. The FY77 budget for CPS will include provisions for a
$40,C00 contribution to the joint work plus $10,000 for consultants.

cC: Messrs. Knapp, Bell, Chaufournier, Krieger, Please, Stern, Wapenhans,
J. Adler, Fuchs, Lejeune, Yudelman, Thigpen

Mrs. Boskey

C-$iss/rc
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 5, 1976

FROM: Charles Wei

SUBJECT: Proposed Global Integrated Research & Development Program for Cotton

Mr. Baum chaired a 4½ hour meeting January 22 to consider the recom-
mendations for agricultural and industrial research on production and end-
use of cotton, made by a team under Dr. George Harrar, former President of
the Rockefeller Foundation. Attending were representatives of the six
Regional Projects Staffs, the CGIAR Secretariat, the IFC Engineering Depart-
ment, the Agricultural and Rural Development and Industrial Projects Depart-
ments of CPS, and the Commodities Projection and Economic Analysis Depart-
ment of DPS.

The agenda for the meeting, as it was originally planned, is attached.
Dr. Harrar and his chief deputy, Dr. Al Moseman, were snowbound in New York
and forced to cancel out at the last minute, necessitating the deferral of
agenda items 7 and 8. In their absence, the technical findings of the team
on agricultural and end-use research were presented by Dr. Billy Waddle, a
retired researcher from the US Department of Agriculture, and Dr. Frank
Burkitt, Technical Director of the International Institute for Cotton (IIC),
respectively. Drs. Waddle and Burkitt are members of the Harrar team.

Priority of Cotton to Long-Term Development

Cotton is and will continue to be an important cash crop in several
countries in each region, except for East Asia/Pacific. The cotton textile
industry is important and growing in nearly all cotton producing countries
outside of Africa, and in several non-producing East Asian countries as
well. LDC cotton production has increased at an annual rate of 3.3% from
1955 to 1973. World acreage planted to cotton has not increased, so that
the increase in production has been due to an increase in yield per acre.

Cotton grows best in light soils under irrigation. The heat toler-
ance of the cotton plant and the non-perishability of the fiber make it
the crop of choice in areas which are remote from markets or in which days
can be very hot, such as the Sudan. In some countries, such as Chad and
other African countries, farmers would find it very difficult to switch
out of cotton even if market conditions were very unfavorable. In other
LDCs, such as Mexico, farmers switch in or out of cotton each year depend-
ing on their best estimate of the profitability of cotton compared to that
of other crops. In most countries, the profitability of alternative uses
of farmland is sufficiently close to that of cotton production that changes
in world market prices or of national agricultural policies can have an
important influence on cotton acreage. This is especially true in the US,
which is an efficient cotton producer but in which cotton acreage is dimin-
ishing because foodcrops are more profitable.
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In the EMENA region, cotton is a major export crop and the basis for
an expanding domestic industry in Egypt, Turkey and Syria. The same is
true for Pakistan and India in the South Asia region. In Latin America,
cotton is an important crop in Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Peru, Nicaragua,
El Salvador and Guatemala, although it does not receive high priority from
the government.

Cotton is very important to many East and West African countries,
and, in particular, is the principal export of Chad and the Sudan. In these
countries, it is one of the few cash crops the technology for which is
accepted by farmers. It is important to the development plans of these
countries on the assumption that the market for cotton will continue to be
strong. In some countries of East Africa, there are few alternatives to
cotton as an irrigated crop, so that any increase in irrigated area inevit-
ably means an increase in cotton production.

In almost all these countries, cotton production complements rather
than competes with foodcrops, in the sense that each is or could be grown
once a year in a regular system of double cropping. Cottonseed is a source
of animal feed and vegetable oil. A new technology, under commercial test-
ing in the US and India, has made it possible to produce from cottonseed a
protein meal fit for human consumption.

Mr. Baum summarized the discussion by saying that cotton is clearly
important enough to the economies of enough Bank member countries as to be
an important subject of concern. The growth of cotton production and of
the LDC cotton industry has been impressive in the past. The question for
consideration was whether it would continue to be so without special support
for research and marketing.

Status of and Needs for Agricultural (Production) Research at the National
Level

Dr. Billy Waddle, the production research expert on thz Harrar team,
summarized the findings and recommendations of the report. He described
national average cotton yields in Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salva-
dor, Turkey and Egypt as good; those in Sudan, Brazil, Colombia and Peru
as fair, and those elsewhere in LDCs as poor. The chief areas where
research is needed to improve productivity are insect control, weed control,
improvement of varieties, water use and conservation, seed and fiber quality
and quality control, fertilizer use, and cultivation practices.

Existing research programs focus mainly on varietal improvement and
largely neglect problems of multidisciplinary research and insect and water
control. Insect control is an especially serious neglect because of the
importance of resistance to insecticides and because of the importance of
secondary insect species which emerge as a major problem after insecticide
treatment. Ministries of Agriculture typically lack mechanisms to plan
research goals and to design priority programs to use available resources
to accomplish them.
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Bank staff members supported Dr. Waddle's account, citing the gen-
eral failure of national research laboratories to put together technolo-
gical packages suited to farmers. In the Sudan, in particular, there is
good classical research aimed at breeding varieties resistant to certain
diseases, but this is not coordinated with other research. A small research
station at Rahad, established during the course of a Bank-financed project,
was able to double yields, as a result of its research on water management.
No research on weed control is underway in the Sudan, despite the serious-
ness of the weed problems in that country.

Despite this, LDC cotton research compares favorably with research
on food in these same countries. In many LDCs, the immediate need is for
an extension program to raise yields with presently available technology.
In addition, cotton benefits from research done by US private industry on
seeds, fertilizers and insecticides. Some of these industries maintain
field stations in LDCs. Their research, however, is directed to increasing
sales and profits from a particular input rather than to providing an inte-
grated technology package.

As textile manufacturers in Europe lost their loyalty to cotton
because alternatives to traditional sources of cotton became available,
and as political ties to former colonies weakened, internatioial support
to cotton production research in LDCs has waned. The closing in 1975 of
the British Cotton Research Corporation has removed a major source of-
international support to cotton research. The French Institut de Re-
cherches du Coton et des Textiles Exotiques (IRCT) the chief supporter
of support in Iran and Latin America, is likely to reduce its program.

Summarizing the discussion, Mr. Baum remarked that national cotton
production research seemed to be inadequate in many LDCs, including many
which were major cotton producers. The curtailment of British and French
support would further weaken the research effort in many countries. In
many countries, improvement of the cotton production research effort
should be a high priority in Bank-financed projects. This objective need
not interfere with the objective of improving research on foodcrops, since
the amounts of money involved are relatively small, because the two could
be improved simultaneously as part of a general improvement of the national
agricultural research effort, and because cotton and foodcrops often com-
plement each other in patterns of crop rotation.

International Role for Production Research on Cotton

The Harrar report recommends a relatively modest role for inter-
national support to cotton production research. The center recommended by
the Harrar report would not itself carry in-house production research; it
would sponsor technical assistance to national institutes by a travelling
team of experts. The center would coordinate national research programs
and would ensure that they are compatible with consumer tastes and with
actual and anticipated developments in industrial technology, would carry
out an extensive training program, and would facilitate travel and exchange
of germplasm and of pre-publication research information. It might also fund
research of global or regional importance, to be carried out on contract by
one or another national research institute.
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Dr. Waddle said that he could see little role for international
research on cotton production because the work was inevitably specific to
each location. In response to questions as to whether there might be an
analogy to the breeding programs of the international institutes funded by
CGIAR, which seek to breed varieties that can be adapted by further research
to widely varying conditions in different parts of the world, Dr. Waddle
replied that the basic varietal research had already been carried out in the
US, and that what remained was to adapt these varieties to local conditions.

Mr. Baum summarized the subsequent discussion by saying that there
was general agreement that the international community needs to replace the
defunct Cotton Research Corporation and the diminishing IRCT with a centrally
coordinated program at least of the scope recommended by the Harrar report.
Technical disagreements still remain regarding whether an international role
should go further than this to include centrally managed varietal research.

End-Use Research and Development and Marketing Aimed at non-U.S. Developed
Country Markets

Dr. Burkitt, Technical Director of the International Institute for
Cotton (IIC) and a member of the Harrar team, summarized the report's recom-
mendations in this area. He pointed to the need to keep cotton up--to-date
with advances in textile machinery and with changing consumer tastes and
environmental regulations, and to develop in cotton and cotton-rich blendsthe easy-care and other desirable features of man-made fibers. Mills,
machinery makers and chemical suppliers no longer have loyalty to any fiber,so that cotton growers are the only ones with a commitment to cotton.

A number of speakers challenged the possibility of defending cot-
ton's European and Japanese markets from the competition of man-made fibers
citing the relative cheapness and durability of polyester fibers and poly-
ester-rich blends and the extent and rapidity of their penetration of the
US market. LDCs which wished to export garments to developed country markets
are already concentrating on the production of man-made fibers. They also
questioned why internationally-sponsored research would succeed in a situa-
tion where US based research had not.

Dr. Burkitt replied that in the US the major inroads of the man-
made fibers had come while cotton was still cheaper than the man-made fibers
because of the desirable end-use properties of the latter. Instead of coun-
tering with a blend fabric richer in cotton than 6 5 :3 5 ::polyester:cotton,
cotton interests lost critical years trying unsuccessfully to develop a 10O0
cotton easy-care fabric. This history need not repeat itself in Europe and
other developed country markets. First of all, cotton still has a price
advantage in these markets because of polyester costs higher than those inthe US. Secondly, there is strong consumer preference for cotton. Thirdly,washing and drying techniques are different from those commonly used In theUS and customers are less finicky about easy-care. Fourthly, technological
advances in the intervening years have improved the prospects for the develop-ment of an easy-care cotton.
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In these markets, 100% cotton or cotton-rich blends with easy-
care properties, such as are being developed by research and promoted by
marketing sponsored by the IIC, would command a substantial market pre-
mium over polyester-rich blends. In this sense, the aims of the IIC
research program are not so much market competitiveness as product
differentiation.

The Harrar report and the 1973 UNDP report on which it was based
relied for their information on end-use research upon the IIC, which is at
the same time a major source of expertise and an interested party. For
this reason, Mr. Weiss had undertaken an informal letter and telephone poll
of textile technologists in the US and Europe to obtain their views on the
prospects for important advances through end-use R&D on cotton.

Mr. Weiss found that technologists in North American textile
mills were often of the view that sufficient work had been done on cotton
and cotton-rich blends during the days when these were competing for the US
market with man-made fibers, to show that further research to improve the
cotton fiber were doomed to failure, because polyester-rich blends were
cheaper and better. Some Bank staff were also of this view.

European technologists in general disagreed with this view,
although there was some variation within their views. They credit IIC with
breathing new life into what had become a stodgy field dominated by
Edisonian research - empirical trials of the effects of chemicals on cloth
insufficiently backed by studies of fundamental structure. While few would
promise major breakthroughs, nearly all stressed the necessity for continued
research and development to maintain cotton's market position.

Mr. Baum summarized the discussion by saying that money invested
in utilization research would be useful even if it only defended existing
markets for cotton without recouping lost markets. On the other hand, it
appeared that, with respect to further research on both production and end-
use, there were not proven prospects of high returns such as existed, for
example, in agricultural research on high-yielding varieties of wheat and
rice at the time the CGIAR was organized. This in itself did not answer
whether or not an internationally funded grant program on utilization
research was justified at this time. Further exploration of these issues
was necessary.

Technical Assistance to LDC Textile Industry

The Harrar report stresses the need for adaptive research on
cotton aimed at the needs of the LDC textile industry, and for technical
assistance to those industries on the processing of cotton. The report
recommended that LDCs establish national textile institutes, on the model
of the Textile Industry's Research Association at Ahmadebad, India, to
carry out these functions of technical assistance and adaptive research.
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Dr. Burkitt said that these national institutes, once formed, face
a long process of earning the respect of the industry, first by offering
testing services, then expanding into training, machinery evaluation, and
adaptive research. He felt that such centers were needed in Turkey, Brazil,
Colombia, Egypt and Pakistan. Bank staff representing EMENA Region agreed
that there was wide scope for such institutions in their region, while that
from West Africa thought there might be justification in his region for one
or two institutions concerned with quality control.

Some doubts were expressed about the general effectiveness of pub-
lically funded industrial research institutes in LDCs, and the question was
raised whether there might be other ways to influence the process of tech-
nology transfer to the LDC textile industry. There is also the question
whether a national textile institute would not be of more net benefit to
manufacturers of man-made fibers than to cotton, since the former would be
better equipped to cooperate with it. To these questions, Dr. Burkitt
replied that some of the existing national textile institutes had been very
effective, and that LDC manufacturers in cotton producing countries were
still primarily concerned with the manufacture of cotton goods and would be
especially receptive to technical assistance with cotton technology.

Mr. Baum summarized the discussion on this point by saying that
there were grounds for believing that adaptive research on cotton utiliza-
tion was needed to meet the needs of LDC industry, but that it was not clear
which mechanisms and institutions would be best suited to develop and bring
to the attention of the LDC textile industry technology oriented to the
specific problems of cotton.

Cleared with Mr. Baum

Distribution:

Members of Harrar Team
Those attending meeting
Those invited to meeting
Mr. Hoffman

Attachments:

Agenda
Attendance list
Memo calling the meeting

CWeiss:jlg



AGENDA

Meeting to Consider Harrar Report on
Global Integrated R&D Program for Cotton

1. Opening remarks (Mr. Baum) 10:00 - 10:15
2. Summary of Report (Dr. Moseman and Colleagues) 10:15 - 10:40
3. Long-term Priority of Cotton Production 10:40 - 11:15

How important is the long-term role of cottonproduction and processing in the development
of the various LDCs? In particular, what isthe priority of cotton vis-a-vis staple food-crops, both in the competititon for agricultural
land and in the competition for international
research grant funding?

4. Production Research 11:15 11:45

What is the status of and need for production
research in the various developing countries?
To what extent do they benefit from researchdone abroad? Is there a need for an inter-
national structure to facilitate national
production research on cotton in LDCs? Aresignificant advances likely? Is there a need
for truly international research on cottonproduction?

5. End-Use Research and Technical Services Aimed 11:45 12:30at Protecting Developed Country Markets

Is such R&D necessary to defend cotton's marketsin developed countries? Are there techno-
economically feasible R&D objectives that willcontribute to cotton's long-term market positionin developed countries? Is the Report's
proposal of an International Center for utili-zaticn research a sound one? Is the program
proposed in the Report and its size appropriate?If so, shouild the Center be in a developed ora developing country? What should be the balancebetween in-house and contract research? betweenR&D, technical services and promotion?
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6. Adaptive Research and Technical Services 2:00 - 2:40
Aimed at LDC Textile Industry

World textile production is steadily shifting
to the LDCs. Thus not only are textiles of
increasing importance to LDC economies, but
LDC textile industries are markets of increasing
importance to LDC cotton growers in the same
or other LDCs.
This leads to the following questions: What
is the role of the textile industry in the long-
term development of TLDCs in various regions?
What is the present and likely future role of
cotton in this industry? How important is it
to cotton growers to maintain cotton's share
of this LDC textile industry? Would cotton-
oriented adaptive research and technical assis-
tance be an important influence to induce LDC
textile manufacturers to use more cotton? If
so, is the national textile institute the
appropriate vehicle to achieve this end?

7. Institutional Aspects 2:40 - 3:20

The Harrar report proposes an International
Center to backstop and stimulate national
production research and to carry out in-house
and contract end-use research and technical
services suited to developed and developing
country manufacturers and markets. What should
the relationship of such a center be, if any,
with an umbrella body, such as the International
Cotton Foundation proposed by the 1973 UNDP
Report on Cotton? What should be its relation-
ship with the International Institute for Cotton?
With CGIAR? Should there be a Consultative
Group on Non-Food Agricultural Products? What
should be the role of scientific advisory
committee (s)?

8. Financial Aspects 3:20 - 4:00

What is the appropriate overall size of any inter-
national effort at production and end-use research
and marketing (a term used here to include such
steps as technical services to industry, promotion
of new products and processes to manufacturers
and new products to consumers)? What should be
the balance among these activities? Of these
activities, which are appropriate to support from
development assistance agencies? Which require
support from consuminq countries? Given that
promotion will inevitably take the lion's share
of the aggregate expenditures of any overall
effort, and that thi; must be paid for by pro-
ducing countries, what is the most likely response
from producing countries to appeals for money for
promotion? What is the most effective role of
the international community?
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELO% MT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT | CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Distribution DATE: December 4, 1975

FROM: Charles We s

SUBJECT: Proposal for Integrated Global Production
and End-Use Research on Cotton

1. The meeting to discuss this proposal is now scheduled
for January 22, 1976 from 10 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. in Room D860.
Drs. Albert Moseman and William Waddle will present the
findings of the team which wrote the proposal and answer
questions and criticisms. The team was chaired by
Dr. George Harrar and its work was co-sponsored by the Bank,
the UNDP and the Rockefeller Foundation. There will follow
a general discussion on the general long-term importance of
cotton to LDCs and on whether there are needs for additional
production and end-use research at a national and inter-
national level. Mr. Baum will chair the meeting.

2. Each Region is invited to send one or two representatives
to this meeting. In addition to direct comments on the Harrar
report, he should be able to give the Region's views regarding
the following questions:

a) What is the long-term role of cotton production
and processing in the development of the principal
countries of the Region?

b) What is the state of production research relevant
to the needs of the principal countries of the
Region (including both indigenous research and
research carried out by laboratories and private
firms in other countries)? Are new efforts
needed?

c) Do you foresee long-term marketing problems for
the cotton produced in your region which could be
alleviated by end-use research?

d) What is the long-term role of the indigenous cotton
textile industry in the development of the Region?
What are its needs for technical assistance, develop-
ment, and research?

3. You have already received on November 26 background
material for this meeting. (See my memo of that date.) Last
summer you received for review a copy of the UNDP report
whose recommendations led to the joint IBRD/UNDP/Rockefeller
report. This memo replaces my memo of November 21 on the
same subject.
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4. Would you please let my office know who will be attending
the meeting. My new extension is 6922.

Distribution

Mrs. Boskey, Messrs. Fuchs/Dewey, Lejeune, Tims/S.Singh/Thigpen,
Yudelman, Coulter, Fransen, Lowenstein
Regional Projects Department Directors

cc: Messrs. Baum
Hoffman
van der Tak

CWeiss/rc

Attachment: Edited version of the Harrar report dated
September 1975.


